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Synopsis:

Part 1
The region of Emilie in Italy has seen many big names in the automobile industry born there such as 
Ferrari, Lamborghini but also in June 1899 Amédée Gordini. It was only natural that he should turn to car 
building and more particularly mechanics.
By a strange turn of fate, he settled in Paris. Very quickly his talent for tuning became recognized and he 
ended up founding his own workshop in Suresnes opposite the Talbot factory. He was renowned for boos-
ting small engines. Amateur racing drivers entrusted him with their cars.
When the Simca-Fiat badge arrived in France in 1934, he signed a contract with them which linked him to 
motor racing. It soon became apparent that he would have to choose between racing and running his
workshop. After the Bugatti, factory closed Amédée took some of his employees who could guarantee his 
professionalism and their technical edge. The Gordini workshop became a temple for mechanics thanks to 
the success of its tuning abilities in racing. This brilliant mechanic always knew how to attract young and 
good racing drivers such as Trintignant, Simon, Berra …
In 1951 he invented the 6 cylinder engine, but Simca could not back him; the struggle between the other 
racing giants such as Ferrari, was too much for him. The lack of money brought him to a standstill and he 
couldn’t catch up the technical advance of his rivals.
He finally won the Pau Grand Prix and thanks to his prize money, he managed to keep on his employees. 
In 1955 at Le Mans, the accident of Pierre Levegh and the death of 80 people on side of the track put an 
end to motor racing for the time being. Gordini had to lay off his staff, but Renault threw him a lifeline with 
the Dauphine Gordini.
By using numerous extracts of racing anthology, testimonials of friends and drivers, this film portrays the
emotional personality of one of the geniuses of the automotive industry.

Part 2
In 1957, Gordini took part, for the last time in a motor race as an independent team. He raced two 44 
Type vehicles at Le Mans. But the cars had to abandon. Gordini was in dire straits. He simply could not 
compete with giants such as Ferrari or Aston Martin. The mechanical genius was not a financial genius. 
His lack of business skills meant that he had to stay in the amateur league.
His salvation came from Renault which commissioned him to build a small series of Dauphines. Amédée 
decided to put in a four speed gear box, reinforced the brakes and engine. It was a hit. At the beginning of 
the sixties,he brought out the mythical R8, recognizable by her France Blue and her white bands. She was 
difficult to handle because she tended to spin round bends, which made it spectacular to watch. Specta-
tors loved her.
The success of the car, lead Renault and the «Moteur» newspaper to organize the Gordini Cup.
Open to all amateur drivers thousands of young hopefuls came to try their luck. All racing the same car, 
only the top 50 drivers were chosen to race for the year. It was a tremendous trampoline for young talent.
Another figure appears in the wake of Gordini: Jean Rédélé, already a fan of Gordini’s engines that he used 
in his tuning. He was at the origin of the mythical Alpine. This collaboration brought them the World Rally 
Championship title. In order to boost sales, Renault asked Gordini to be in charge of the Renault 12. This car 
was only a moderate success as was the Renault 17. The magician took his curtain call in the seventies, but 
some people say that the magic of Gordini wan still be found today’s turbo compressed engines.
By using numerous extracts of racing anthology, testimonials of friends and drivers, this film portrays the
emotional personality of one of the geniuses of the automotive industry.
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